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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 This report has been prepared to document the assessment undertaken to 
determine the feasibility of providing a rail based solution (focusing on 
passenger rail) using the Limerick to Waterford railway line to solve the 
existing and forecasted transport issues along the N24 corridor and the 
ability of such a solution to meet the project objectives for both the N24 Cahir 
to Limerick Junction and N24 Waterford to Cahir projects.  

1.2 Overview and Project Background

1.2.1 The N24 is a strategic corridor linking the cities of Limerick and Waterford. 
Limerick and Waterford represent the 3rd and 5th largest daytime working 
populations in the country respectively and while only 130km apart, there 
are surprisingly few economic links between the two cities. 

1.2.2 The N24 is a national primary route, traversing through the counties of 
Limerick, Tipperary and Kilkenny with a total length of approximately 116km. 
The route also forms part of the strategic link between Shannon Foynes Port 
(via the via the M7, N18 and N69) and the Port of Waterford (via the N9, N25 
and N29) and Rosslare Europort (via the N25). It is recognised in national, 
regional and local policy as being of importance in enhancing regional 
connectivity and increasing accessibility to key towns it serves, including 
Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir (refer to Figure 1 below).

1.2.3 Tipperary County Council is the lead authority progressing the planning and 
design of the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction (C2LJ) Project on behalf of itself 
and Limerick City and County Council (LC&CC) with Mid West National Roads 
Design Office working as the project co-ordinator for the project. Kilkenny 
County Council (KCC) is the lead authority progressing the planning and 
design of the N24 Waterford to Cahir (W2C) Project on behalf of itself and 
Tipperary County Council (TCC) with Tramore House Regional Design Office 
acting as the Client’s project manager for the project on behalf of KCC. Arup 
has been appointed to provide multi-disciplinary technical consultancy 
services for the delivery of Phases 1 - 4 of the TII Project Management 
Guidelines for both projects.

1.2.4 The section of the N24 under consideration by the N24 Cahir to Limerick 
Junction Project, is located between the M8 motorway, north of Cahir in Co. 
Tipperary and an appropriate tie-in point west of Oola in County Limerick. 
The extent of this corridor is approximately 37km.

1.2.5 The section of the N24 being considered by the N24 Waterford to Cahir 
project is approximately 60km in length. It extends from the M8 Junction 10 
Cahir North Roundabout, north of Cahir in Co. Tipperary to the southern 
terminal of the M9 Dublin to Waterford motorway at the Quarry 
Roundabout, north of Waterford City in Co. Kilkenny.
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Figure 1. N24 Corridor

1.2.6 The existing N24 road has a variable cross-section and a high incidence of 
junctions and accesses. Additionally, the section of the N24 being considered 
by these projects passes directly through several towns and villages, 
including Oola, Monard, Limerick Junction, Tipperary Town, Bansha,  
Clonmel, Kilsheelan, Carrick-on-Suir, and Mooncoin. When considered 
together all of these factors contribute to limited overtaking opportunities 
and unstable traffic flow regimes along the existing route. This affects the 
overall journey on the existing N24 whilst also impacting severely on more 
sustainable transport modes and opportunities in towns and villages along 
the route. The N24 also caters for a mix of road users from local traffic, within 
and between these towns, to long distance traffic such as Heavy Commercial 
Vehicles (HCV’s), using the N24 as a strategic route.

1.2.7 The existing road currently experiences bottlenecks and traffic delays due to 
congestion, traffic volumes which exceed the road type capacity and the 
reduced posted speed limit zones in the towns and villages along the route, 
particularly Tipperary Town, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir. The existing road 
also experiences a range of collision types. In rural areas collisions appear to 
be primarily associated with poor geometry, inconsistencies in the road 
cross-section, excessive speed, inappropriate overtaking and high junction 
and access frequency. In urban areas there are a significant number of 
conflicts between vulnerable road users i.e. non-motorised users (NMUs) 
including pedestrians and cyclists, and motorised vehicles. Additionally, the 
high volumes of traffic, within urban areas combined with the high frequency 
of junctions and accesses is resulting in stop start conditions leading to rear-
end collisions.
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1.2.8 The key objectives of the N24 Cahir to the Limerick Junction and N24 
Waterford to Cahir projects align with the National Planning Framework 
(NPF) National Strategic Outcome (NSO) for Enhanced Regional Accessibility 
as the projects seek to provide a reliable and sustainable transport solution 
for the N24 corridor and contribute to regional connectivity between 
Limerick and Waterford encouraging local, regional, national and 
international development to balance regional development. The projects 
have specific objectives related to road safety to reduce the potential 
frequency and severity of collisions, reduce potential conflicts with 
vulnerable road users, to integrate the existing road network safely into the 
proposed projects and to contribute to the creation of a healthier 
environment conducive to active travel.

1.2.9 The starting point in determining the need for intervention for both projects 
involved exploring both Alternatives (modes) and Options (road-based 
solutions) in terms of catering for travel demand on the N24 between 
Limerick and Waterford.

1.3 Purpose of this Report

1.3.1 The primary aim for each project is to determine an appropriate sustainable 
transport solution which meets the project objectives for that project. This 
will necessitate the assessment of possible alternative modes including 
active travel, bus and rail. The purpose of the report is to determine if there 
is a demand for improved passenger rail services between Limerick and 
Waterford and if the implementation of such improvements will address the 
existing and forecasted transport issues along the N24 corridor and in doing 
so  meet the project objectives for both the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction 
and N24 Waterford to Cahir projects.

1.3.2 The methodology applied to assess the feasibility of passenger rail 
alternatives is a two stage process. Initially, a high-level demand analysis for 
rail within the corridor, using census commuting data, examined the 
potential catchments that could be served by rail along the N24 corridor. 
Subsequently, a modelling assessment of two separate rail enhancement 
proposals on the Limerick to Waterford railway line was then completed. 
These modelling assessments used the Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) 
National Transport Model (NTpM) to assess the impact of such 
enhancements on mode share on the N24 corridor. These options are:

 Enhanced frequency of rail services between Limerick and Waterford
 Enhanced frequency of rail services with improved line speed (75mph/ 

120kph  average) (current line speed is nominally 50mph (80kph)).  The 
improved line speed/ reduced rail journey time was based on a high 
level review of what may be achievable with a package of 
modernisation measures for the route and as set out in Appendix A to 
this report.  A more detailed study would be required to confirm exact 
line speed/ journey time improvements if this Alternative is 
progressed further.
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1.3.3 This report documents both the high-level demand analysis undertaken and 
the modelling assessments completed of the two rail enhancements along 
with the associated conclusions and recommendations in relation to the 
potential impacts on mode share on the N24 corridor. Further details on the 
methodology and assumptions adopted for the analysis will be provided in 
the subsequent sections of this report. 

1.3.4 It should also be noted that the analysis within this report focuses solely on 
passenger rail. Rail Freight has been assessed separately and this assessment 
is documented within 272687-SYS-02-OS-RP-YT-000006. 

1.4 Report Structure

1.4.1 The remainder of this Report is structured as follows:

 Chapter 2 - Demand Analysis – This Chapter details the existing rail 
situation within the corridor and provides a high-level demand analysis 
of the likely demand for an improved rail service along the corridor.  

 Chapter 3 – Enhanced Frequency of Rail Service Test – This Chapter 
summarises the results of a modelling assessment undertaken using 
the TII NTpM which analysed the impacts of an enhanced frequency of 
rail service along the Limerick to Waterford railway line.  

 Chapter 4 – Enhanced Speed and Frequency of Service Test:  This 
Chapter summarises the results of a modelling analysis undertaken 
using the TII NTpM which analysed the impacts of an enhanced rail 
service along the Limerick to Waterford railway line in combination 
with an increased average speed and the associated reductions in 
journey times along the line. 

 Chapter 5 – Summary and Conclusions:  This Chapter summarises the 
findings of all the analysis presented in the report and provides a 
conclusion on the suitability of a rail solution to solve the existing and 
forecasted transport issues along the N24 corridor and the ability of 
such a solution to meet the project objectives for both the N24 Cahir 
to Limerick Junction and N24 Waterford to Cahir projects.
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2. DEMAND ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 This chapter provides an overview of existing rail services and rail use along 
the N24 corridor and presents details of the high-level demand analysis of 
the likely demand for an improved rail service along the corridor.

2.1.2 This demand analysis is based upon population catchments, trip origin-
destination patterns and observed rail mode share on comparable rail 
corridors.

2.2 Existing Rail Services and Demand

2.2.1 Iarnród Éireann operate nine daily services (Monday to Friday) between the 
cities of Limerick and Waterford (and vice versa). Only two of these services 
serve Carrick-on-Suir, Clonmel, Cahir and Tipperary Town and none of the 
services are direct. Two of the most ‘direct’ of these services between 
Limerick and Waterford require a change at Limerick Junction with a journey 
time of 2 hours and 40 minutes. The remainder of the services operate via 
Dublin or Kildare with a journey time of 4 hours and 20 minutes . 

2.2.2 The National Transport Authority National Rail Census 20191 provides data 
on the number of daily rail passengers boarding and alighting at each station. 
Table 1 shows the daily passenger figures for each station on the Limerick to 
Waterford railway line.

1 The annual National Rail Census captures the number of individuals boarding and alighting at 
each station in the country on one day of the year. It provides a snapshot of usage and patronage 
across the country at all stations and on all services on this one date. It is not intended to 
represent an accurate picture of overall rail service usage, which instead is recorded in Iarnród 
Éireann’s patronage data.
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Table 1. Daily Railway Passenger Data

BOARDING ALIGHTING
STATION

Westbound Eastbound Westbound Eastbound

Limerick* 486 1024 668 637

Limerick Junction* 1,548* 440* 229* 1,683*

Tipperary Town 5 6 6 4

Cahir 1 0 3 8

Clonmel 23 4 5 12

Carrick-on-Suir 4 0 4 5

Waterford** 437** 0 0 442**

*It should be noted that figures quoted for Limerick and Limerick Junction are 
totals across all routes which serve these stations. These figures therefore include 
those travelling on the Limerick to Dublin Heuston and Dublin Heuston to Cork 
Services, among others.  Similarly, figures quoted for Waterford will include 
boardings and alightings for all routes serving Waterford station.  
**It can be seen from the NTA census data that of the 437 departing Waterford 
(Plunkett), 408 are travelling towards Dublin leaving only 29 travelling towards 
Limerick Junction on the Limerick to Waterford railway line. Likewise, of the 442 
arriving in Waterford, only 24 are coming from the Limerick to Waterford railway 
line with the remainder coming from Dublin.

2.2.3 The usage figures presented illuminate the extremely low demand at stations 
along the Limerick to Waterford railway line within the study area for both 
projects. This is reflective of the limited number of services available, 
excessive journey times by rail and dispersed population within the study 
area.

2.3 Competition Analysis

2.3.1 The N24 national primary road runs, for the most part, parallel to the 
Limerick to Waterford railway line and provides relatively fast (compared to 
existing rail services) journey times for cars and buses traveling between the 
towns. 

2.3.2 Table 2 and Table 3 below detail the journey times by rail based on existing 
(2021) rail timetables of journey time between stations (assuming the 
provision of a direct service with no interchange) and car, as calculated using 
Google Maps for the AM period in 2019, (via the N24) respectively. 
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Table 2. Rail Journey Times (minutes - assumes no interchange required)

From\To Limerick Tipperary 
Town

Cahir Clonmel Carrick-
On-Suir

Waterford

Limerick 0 40 65 84 109 135

Tipperary 
Town

42 0 25 44 69 95

Cahir 64 22 0 19 44 70

Clonmel 83 41 19 0 25 51

Carrick-On-
Suir

108 66 44 25 0 26

Waterford 135 93 71 52 27 0

Table 3. Car Journey Times (minutes)

From\To Limerick Tipperary 
Town

Cahir Clonmel Carrick-
On-Suir

Waterford

Limerick 0 42 65 84 109 135

Tipperary 
Town

45 0 23 42 67 93

Cahir 68 23 0 19 44 70

Clonmel 87 42 19 0 25 51

Carrick-On-
Suir

110 65 42 23 0 26

Waterford 136 91 68 49 26 0

2.3.3 Table 2 and Table 3 show that, if a direct service is provided with no 
interchange, journey times for train and private car will be comparable. 

2.3.4 This journey time analysis only considers in-vehicle travel time from point A 
to B. When travel time to the departure train station, wait time and travel 
time from terminus station to final destination are factored in, rail may 
become less competitive relative to private car.  Location of car parking 
relative to actual origin/ destination would also need to be considered.

2.4 Likely Catchment for Rail

2.4.1 In order to estimate the potential demand for an upgraded rail service 
between Limerick and Waterford, a catchment area for likely rail passengers 
in each of the towns along the railway line which currently has a train station 
was defined. These catchment areas have been defined to include electoral 
divisions (ED) where the ED boundaries incorporate the urban footprint of 
the towns selected and are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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2.4.2 In order to use the train to commute from population centres outside of 
these catchments it would be necessary to travel to one of the train stations, 
most likely by car given the dispersed nature of the population outside these 
catchments. It is likely that such commuters would continue and complete 
the commute by car rather than parking and waiting at the departure train 
station and subsequently walk or use public transport to travel onwards from 
the terminus train station to their final destination. Therefore, the catchment 
areas presented in Figure 2 represent the most likely catchment areas for rail 
along the corridor. 
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Figure 2. Rail Stop Catchments
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2.4.3 The resulting catchment population for each rail stop is detailed in Table 4 
below.

Table 4. Train Station Catchment Population

STATION POPULATION IN 2016

Limerick City 98,017

Tipperary Town 6,371

Cahir 5,028

Clonmel 18,526

Carrick-on-Suir 5,894

Waterford City 53,462

2.5 Demand for Travel along Rail Corridor

2.5.1 Using information from the 2016 Census, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) 
has developed a set of aggregate commuting counts. The Census data from 
the CSO is only available for the AM commuting period. These counts are 
presented at ED and county level and provide the total number of trips which 
take place between each ED. The counts are based on origin and destination 
EDs for workers and students who are usually resident in Ireland. The counts 
include persons who work from home and persons who have no fixed place 
of work. It is emphasised that these figures only represent person trips (i.e. 
cumulative total of all modes) to work and education and excludes other trip 
purposes. 

2.5.2 The 2016 AM period commuting data has been processed and analysed to 
establish the total quantity and direction of trips which take place between 
the towns included in the rail catchment analysis above. The results of this 
analysis are shown in Table 5 below. 
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Table 5. 2016 AM Commuting Period total potential travel demand (trips)

From\To Limerick Tipperary 
Town

Cahir Clonmel Carrick-
On-Suir

Waterford

Limerick - 48 7 29 1 14

Tipperary 
Town

232 - 43 120 1 26

Cahir 34 26 - 364 4 23

Clonmel 135 28 171 - 77 222

Carrick-On-
Suir

24 3 4 271 - 203

Waterford 85 0 9 90 37 -

2.5.3 Table 5 shows that the total trips between these catchments to work and 
education is 2,331 during the AM commuting period (06:00 – 09:30). For the 
purpose of this analysis, this is considered to be the total demand for travel 
between these towns.

2.5.4 Summing all eastbound movements (From Limerick to Tipperary – Cahir – 
Clonmel – Carrick-on-Suir – Waterford) gives a total demand of 1,182 trips in 
the AM commuting period (06:00 – 09:30).

2.5.5 Similarly, the total westbound demand (Waterford – Carrick-on-Suir – 
Clonmel – Cahir – Tipperary – Limerick) shows a total demand of 1,149 trips 
in the AM commuting period (06:00 – 09:30).

2.5.6 The above total trip numbers are used to analyse the potential demand for 
rail travel between these towns during the morning commuting period in the 
following section. 

2.6 Achievable Rail Mode Share

2.6.1 In order to estimate what potential mode share for rail trips could be 
achieved from the towns along the Limerick to Waterford railway line, with 
an improved service in place, an analysis of comparable towns with rail 
services similar to that being assessed as part of this demand analysis for the 
Limerick to Waterford railway line was undertaken. 

2.6.2 This analysis looked at existing towns in Ireland which are connected to one 
of the regional cities via rail and have regular train services between the town 
and regional city. 

2.6.3 Mallow, Co. Cork was selected as the most appropriate town to use as a 
comparator as it has the following characteristics:

 An hourly service between the town and Cork City. This is the 
maximum level of service potentially envisaged for the Limerick to 
Waterford railway line as part of this demand analysis
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 It is a similar size and has similar services to those towns along the 
Limerick to Waterford railway line

 Like the Limerick to Waterford railway line, the Mallow to Cork railway 
line also has a National Primary Route (N20) running parallel which 
provides reliable journey times for competing modes (Bus and Private 
Car)

2.6.4 Analysis of the Census POWSCAR database revealed that the existing (2016) 
mode share of rail, for trips from Mallow to Cork City is 15%. Given the low 
base that exists on the Limerick to Waterford railway line (<1%), 15% is likely 
to be the maximum of what is realistically achievable by introducing more 
frequent, direct, services on this line.  It is important to note that the railway 
infrastructure accommodating an hourly service between the town of 
Mallow and Cork City includes twin track for the entire length. An equivalent 
hourly service is the maximum level of service assumed for the Limerick to 
Waterford railway line to achieve the assumed 15% mode share in this 
analysis. The extent of infrastructure improvements required to achieve this 
frequency of service on the existing single-track infrastructure on the 
Limerick to Waterford railway line is assessed in Appendix A to this report.2

2.6.5 Applying this 15% to the total trips which occur between the towns on the 
Limerick to Waterford railway line during the morning period (1,182 
eastbound and 1,149 westbound) gives a total rail demand of ~177 people 
traveling eastbound and ~172 people traveling westbound by rail during the 
entire morning period. It is important to note these demand figures are for 
the entire morning commuter period which covers 06:00 – 09:30. Adopting 
a conservative estimate of 50% of total demand occurring during the peak 
hour would result in circa 88 people travelling eastbound and 86 people 
travelling westbound on the busiest, peak hour, rail service. 

2.7 Summary of the Demand Analysis

2.7.1 An initial first-principles test has been undertaken to determine the potential 
demand for an enhanced rail service. This has concluded that potential 
patronage is low and would therefore have limited impact on road traffic 
levels on the N24. The subsequent chapters of this report contain more 
detailed modelling assessments using the TII NTpM to verify  this initial 
assessment.

2.7.2 Given the potential low demand for rail, the dispersed nature of population 
in the area and the competitive advantage of road based travel, it is unlikely 
that an improved rail service will attract enough additional passengers to 
make the service economically viable. 

2.7.3 Additionally, the estimated likely volumes of traffic removed from the road 
network during the AM peak period (max 175 vehicles), as a result of the 
introduction of an improved rail service, will not be sufficient to noticeably 
improve the level of service on the existing N24. This estimate is based on a 
possible mode shift of up to 15% which is likely to be the maximum of what 

2 Some of the improvements are ‘quick wins’ which would be relatively low cost to provide. Each 
of the items in the list can be introduced independently of the others if need be.
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is realistically achievable, given the existing very low demand (<1% mode 
share for rail). 
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3. ENHANCED FREQUENCY OF RAIL SERVICE MODEL 
TEST

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Building on first principles analysis in Chapter 2 above, SYSTRA have used 
Transport Infrastructure Irelands (TII’s) National Transport Model (NTpM) to 
carry out high-level tests examining the likely impacts of various Rail 
Enhancement proposals. The results of these model tests will be summarised 
in the remainder of this report. 

3.1.2 The TII NTpM is a variable demand model (capable of modelling mode shift 
between car, bus and rail) and covers all of the Republic of Ireland. It has 
been used for these tests as it is the only variable demand model available 
covering the entire N24 corridor.

3.1.3 The first test undertaken (referred to as Rail Test 1) was the assessment of 
an enhanced rail service along the Limerick to Waterford railway line. The 
purpose of this test was to assess the impacts, in terms of potential mode 
shift and impact on traffic flows on the existing N24, of providing an 
improved rail service between Limerick and Waterford. The enhanced rail 
service was assumed to be in place in 2031 and had the following attributes:

 Direct services (with no interchange required) between Limerick and 
Waterford (results in a reduced journey time of 2hours and 10mins)

 Stopping at all stations along the Limerick to Waterford railway line 
(including Limerick Junction, Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and 
Carrick-on-Suir)

 Frequencies of one train per hour during peak periods in both 
directions

 Departure and arrival times linked to typical working patterns
 All trains will operate at existing line speeds. 

3.1.4 This test assumed that the relative costs of travel by mode (fares, price of 
fuel, etc) remains constant over time. The results of this test, in terms of 
impacts on traffic flows, rail patronage and mode share are outlined below. 
It should be noted that, the feasibility and cost of implementing the above 
service enhancements was not examined as part of this exercise. Instead, the 
assessment focuses on the likely impacts arising from the provision of the 
improved service. 

3.2 Impact on N24 Traffic Volumes

3.2.1 Table 6 and Table 7 below show the estimated change in AM peak hour Light 
Vehicle (LV, effectively “Car”) flow and AADT flows in the assessment year 
(2031), for each section of road between the rail stations along the corridor 
respectively. As shown, there is a limited impact on the forecast traffic 
volumes as a result of the improved rail service with the results showing a 
less than 0.5% reduction in traffic flows along the N24. 
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Table 6. AM Peak hour traffic volume changes on the existing N24

SECTION OF THE N24
Rail Test 1 
– AM Peak 
(LVs)

Reference 
– AM Peak 
(LVs)

Diff % Diff

Limerick – Limerick Junction 880 882 -2 -0.3%

Limerick Junction – Tipperary 
Town 798 799 -1 -0.2%

Tipperary Town - Clonmel 441 442 -1 -0.3%

Cahir- Clonmel 841 842 -1 -0.2%

Clonmel – Carrick-on -Suir 838 839 -1 -0.2%

Carrick-on-Suir - Waterford 415 416 -1 -0.2%

Table 7. AADT flow changes on the existing N24

SECTION OF THE N24
Rail Test 1 
–  N24 
AADT

Reference 
– N24 
AADT

Diff % Diff

Limerick – Limerick Junction 9,807 9,851 -44 -0.4%

Limerick Junction – Tipperary 
Town 6,791 6,816 -26 -0.4%

Tipperary Town - Clonmel 7,564 7,595 -31 -0.4%

Cahir- Clonmel 13,250 1,287 -37 -0.3%

Clonmel – Carrick-on-Suir 12,520 12,550 -29 -0.2%

Carrick-on-Suir - Waterford 8,252 8,270 -18 -0.2%

3.3 Impact on Rail Passengers 

3.3.1 Table 8 below shows the total number of passengers boarding and alighting 
at each station along the line over a full day (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 
to 22:00) in the 2031 assessment year. This table shows that there is an 
overall increase in rail passengers of approximately 25% at the stations 
between Limerick and Waterford.  When the intermediate stops (Tipperary 
Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir) are examined in isolation, it can 
be seen that the combined patronage at these stops increases by over 120%.

3.3.2 The largest increase in rail passengers is experienced at Waterford Station 
(total increase of 1,150 rail passengers in Rail Test 1 Scenario) primarily 
driven by increases between Waterford and Kilkenny and Thomastown on 
the Waterford to Dublin Line, and increases on the Waterford to Limerick 
Line. There is also a smaller increase at Waterford driven by  an increase in 
passengers interchanging with the Dublin to Cork line at Limerick Junction for 
the intermediate stations towards Cork.    
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Table 8. Rail Passenger Boarding & Alighting (07:00-22:00, 2031 Assessment Year)

RAIL TEST 1 REFERENCE DIFF*RAIL 
STATION Boarding Alighting Boarding Alighting Boarding Alighting

Limerick 
Station 2148 1924 1930 1643 +218 +281

Limerick 
Junction 
Station

3,677 3,677 3,458 3,458 +219 +219

Tipperary 
Town Station 606 383 412 256 +194 +127

Cahir Station 48 34 29 21 +19 +13

Clonmel 
Station 331 118 70 34 +261 +84

Carrick-on-
Suir Station 172 155 8 10 +164 +145

Waterford 
Station 1290 1218 712 646 +578 +572

*The boarding and alighting figures give an indication of which stations will be 
busiest along the route. Changes to boarding and alighting numbers in response 
to the modelled scheme can come from those previously travelling by bus or car 
or from new trips that did not previously exist with the reference rail service level..

3.4 Impact on Bus Passengers

3.4.1 Analysis of bus patronage along the N24, as outlined in Table 9 below, shows 
that the introduction of the enhanced frequency of rail service has resulted 
in a considerable reduction in bus passengers along the N24 corridor (15-
hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in the 2031 assessment year. Due to 
the nature of bus services having more than one stop per town, bus 
passenger figures are based on link flows, as opposed to bus stop boarding 
and alighting.  This, in combination with the traffic flow analysis above, 
indicates that the improved rail service results in a switch from bus to rail 
along the corridor versus a smaller switch from private car to rail.  

Table 9. Bus patronage (07:00-22:00, 2031 Assessment Year)

SECTION OF THE N24 RAIL TEST 1 –  
PASSENGERS

REFERENCE – 
PASSENGERS DIFF % DIFF

Limerick – Limerick 
Junction 860 1,137 -277 -24.36%

Limerick Junction – 
Tipperary Town 393 441 -48 -10.88%

Tipperary Town - 
Clonmel 410 457 -47 -10.28%
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SECTION OF THE N24 RAIL TEST 1 –  
PASSENGERS

REFERENCE – 
PASSENGERS DIFF % DIFF

Cahir- Clonmel 493 530 -37 -6.98%

Clonmel – Carrick-on-
Suir 843 972 -129 -13.27%

Carrick-on-Suir - 
Waterford 1,347 1,535 -188 -12.25%
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3.5 Impact on Mode Share

3.5.1 Table 10, below, provides a breakdown of the 15-hour travel demand by 
private car, bus and rail for model zones located along the N24 corridor. This 
shows that, overall, the combined public transport mode share increases 
from 3.52% to 3.76% (with rail increasing from 0.44% to 0.87%) following the 
introduction of the enhanced frequency of rail service. The private car mode 
share along the corridor shows a marginal reduction, going from 96.47% to 
96.24%, as a result of the enhanced rail service.

Table 10. N24 Corridor Mode Share (07:00-22:00, 2031 Assessment Year)

MODE
REFERENCE 
15-HOUR 
DEMAND

RAIL TEST 1 
15-HOUR 
DEMAND*

REFERENCE 
MODE SHARE

RAIL TEST 1 
MODE SHARE

Car 211,647 211,523 96.47% 96.24%

Bus 6,761 6,354 3.08% 2.89%

Rail 974 1,902 0.44% 0.87%

*It should be noted that some of the rail trips switch from car. Depending on trip purpose, 
each car is given an occupancy within the model which varies. Therefore, one car trip 
removed from the network can result in more than one additional public transport trip.

3.6 Summary of an Enhanced Frequency of Rail Service

3.6.1 The modelling analysis outlined above shows that the introduction of an 
enhanced frequency of rail service along the Limerick to Waterford railway 
line is forecast to result in a minimal impact on traffic levels and the mode 
share for private car along the N24 corridor. While the analysis did indicate 
that the service would result in an increase in rail patronage at the stations 
along the line, this was primarily as a result of a switch from bus to rail for 
journeys along the corridor. As shown in Table 8, there was also an increase 
in rail passengers boarding and alighting at Limerick Junction. 
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4. ENHANCED SPEED AND FREQUENCY OF SERVICE 
MODEL TEST

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Building upon the initial Rail Test 1 which modelled an enhanced frequency 
of rail services along the Limerick to Waterford railway line, the purpose of 
this Chapter is to assess the impacts (in terms of potential mode shift and 
traffic flows on the N24) of providing an improved frequency of service in 
combination with an increased speed for trains, and associated reduced 
journey time for rail, along the Limerick to Waterford railway line.

4.1.2 In order to determine the maximum achievable speed along the Limerick to 
Waterford railway line, a separate study was undertaken which provided a 
high-level desktop review of the rail service between Waterford and Limerick 
with a view to identifying potential targeted improvements which could lead 
to a reduction in journey times along the corridor. This study (included in 
Appendix A of this note) concluded that, if all of the current speed 
restrictions along the line (associated with level crossings, etc.) were 
removed then a line speed of 50mph (80 km/h) could be achieved. This would 
result in an end-to-end journey time of 1 hour 50 mins between Limerick and 
Waterford. With a full modernisation of the route, a line speed of 75mph 
(120 km/h) could be achieved. This would result in a journey time of 1 hour 
and 30mins between Limerick and Waterford (including stops) compared to 
the existing 2-hour 40-minute journey time. 

4.1.3 Table 11, below, summarises the potential actions that could be undertaken 
to modernise the full route from Limerick to Waterford so as to achieve the 
best case reduction in journey times. Further details are included in Appendix 
A. It is important to note that the feasibility of implementing enhancements 
to increase the line speed, as detailed within Appendix A, was not fully 
examined as part of this exercise and that the cost of implementing such 
measures has not been considered at all at this stage. The purpose of the 
analysis included in Appendix A is to inform the assessment detailed in this 
chapter which focuses on the likely impacts on rail patronage and any 
associated impact on traffic volumes along the N24 arising from both the 
provision of an improved service (Rail Test 1) in combination with 
improvements to the line speed along the route (Rail Test 2 – see section 
4.2). However, if the assessment shows that there would be a significant 
benefit in terms of increased rail patronage and associated reductions in 
traffic volumes along the N24 as a result, then an assessment of the cost of 
implementing these measures will be undertaken. 
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Table 11. Suggested considerations for whole route modernisation

MODERNISATION ACTION NOTES

Re-signal entire route Local signal boxes would need to be 
removed to permit higher speeds

Track renewal and geometry changes to 
permit higher line speeds, particularly 
concentrate on raising lower speeds where 
possible

Would require full survey and liaison with 
Permanent Way dept. of Irish Rail. May 
be quick wins on some sections. If track 
relays were required in the interim, the 
designs should be for a final state

Level crossing closure
Many are farm crossings, so would 
require intense negotiations. Public roads 
would require bridges where possible

Rebuild platform at Tipperary Town to 
permit passenger train passing

Land already available. May require a 
siding to be slewed to make space, survey 
required

Re-instate loop at Carrick-on-Suir May require platform to be upgraded to 
modern standards

New platform on Limerick to Waterford 
line at Limerick Junction

Would remove reversing movement for 
Limerick bound trains

Provide secure (as necessary) station car 
parks

Sited on former goods yards where 
possible

Upgrade station facilities such as help 
points, canopies/shelters etc where 
possible

Seeks to attract/ accommodate increased 
patronage

4.2 Rail Test 2 Overview

4.2.1 For the purposes of Rail Test 2, the full modernisation of the route has been 
assumed to be in place. Additionally this test assumed that the relative costs 
of travel by mode (fares, price of fuel, etc) remains constant over time. 
Therefore, the key assumptions for Rail Test 2 - Enhanced Speed and 
Frequency of Service  are:

 Direct services (with no interchange required) between Limerick and 
Waterford

 Stopping at all stations along the Limerick to Waterford railway line 
(including Limerick Junction, Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and 
Carrick-on-Suir)

 Frequencies of 1 train per hour during peak periods (in both directions)
 Departure and arrival times linked to typical working patterns
 Line Speeds of 75mph (120 kph)
 End to End Journey Times of 1 hour 30 mins (compared to 2 hours 10 

mins for rail test 1)

4.2.2 The results of Rail Test 2, in terms of the impacts on traffic flows, rail 
patronage and mode share are outlined in the following sections of this 
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report. The results of Rail Test 1 are also included below to allow for ease of 
comparison. As noted earlier, the feasibility and cost of implementing the 
above enhancements have not been examined as part of this exercise. The 
assessment focuses on the likely impacts on traffic volumes along the N24 
and rail patronage arising from the provision of the improved service and 
speed along the route.

4.3 Impact on N24 Traffic Volumes

4.3.1 Table 12 and Table 13 below show the change in AM peak hour Light Vehicle 
(car) flow and AADT flows, for each section of road between the rail stations 
along the corridor in the 2031 assessment year. As shown, there is a limited 
impact on the forecast traffic volumes as a result of the improved rail service 
(Rail Test 1) with the results showing a less than 0.5% reduction in traffic 
flows along the N24. The results from the improved rail service and speed 
enhancements (Rail Test 2) also show a minimal impact with the forecast 
AADTs showing a less than 1% reduction. 
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Table 12. AM Peak hour traffic volumes changes on N24

N24 SECTION
REFERENCE 
– AM PEAK 
(LVS)

RAIL TEST 
1 – AM 
PEAK 
(LVS)

RAIL TEST 
2 – AM 
PEAK 
(LVS)

RAIL TEST 
1 - DIFF

RAIL TEST 
2 - DIFF

RAIL TEST 
1 - % DIFF

RAIL TEST 
2 - % DIFF

Limerick – 
Limerick Junction 882 880 879 -2 -3 -0.3% -0.4%

Limerick Junction 
– Tipperary 799 798 797 -1 -2 -0.2% -0.3%

Tipperary Town – 
Cahir 442 441 441 -1 -1 0.3% 0.3%

Cahir – Clonmel 842 841 841 -1 -1 0.2% 0.2%

Clonmel – Carrick-
on-Suir 839 838 838 -1 -1 -0.2% -0.2%

Carrick-on-Suir – 
Waterford 416 415 415 -1 -1 -0.2% -0.2%
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Table 13. AADT flow changes on N24

N24 SECTION REFERENCE – 
N24 AADT

RAIL 
TEST 1 – 
N24 
AADT

RAIL 
TEST 2 – 
N24 
AADT

RAIL 
TEST 1 - 
DIFF

RAIL 
TEST 2 - 
DIFF

RAIL 
TEST 1 - 
% DIFF

RAIL 
TEST 2 - 
% DIFF

Limerick – Limerick 
Junction 9,851 9,807 9,801 -44 -50 -0.4% -0.5%

Limerick Junction – 
Tipperary 6,816 6,791 6,789 -25 -27 -0.4% -0.4%

Tipperary Town – 
Cahir 7,595 7,564 7,563 -31 -32 -0.4% -0.4%

Cahir – Clonmel 13,287 13,250 13,250 -37 -37 -0.3% -0.3%

Clonmel – Carrick-
on-Suir 12,550 12,520 12,515 -30 -35 -0.2% -0.3%

Carrick-on-Suir – 
Waterford 8,270 8,252 8,252 -18 -18 -0.2% -0.2%

4.4 Impact on Rail Passengers

4.4.1 Table 14 below shows the total boarding and alighting figures at each station 
along the line over a full day (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in 
the 2031 assessment year. This table shows that there is an overall increase 
in rail passengers of approximately 25% across all stations along the Limerick 
to Waterford railway line following the improved rail service (Rail Test 1). 
Meanwhile the improved rail service and speed enhancements (Rail Test 2) 
show an increase of approximately 40% across all stations along the Limerick 
to Waterford railway line. When the intermediate stops (Tipperary Town, 
Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir) are examined in isolation, it can be seen 
that the combined patronage at these stops increases by over 120% and 
150% in Rail Test 1 and Rail Test 2 respectively. It should be noted that these 
changes are relative to a low level of initial patronage in the Reference Case.  

4.4.2 The figures below show that the largest increases in rail passengers is 
experienced at Waterford Station (total increase of 2,225 rail passengers in 
Rail Test 2 Scenario) primarily driven by increases between Waterford and 
Kilkenny and Thomastown on the Waterford to Dublin Line, and increases on 
the Waterford to Limerick Line. There is also a smaller increase at Waterford 
driven by passengers interchanging with the Cork to Dublin railway line at 
Limerick junction.
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Table 14. Daily Rail Passenger Boarding & Alighting (07:00-22:00, 2031 Assessment Year)

REFERENCE RAIL TEST 1 RAIL TEST 2 RAIL TEST 1 DIFF* RAIL TEST 2 DIFF*
RAIL STATION

Boarding Alighting Boarding Alighting Boarding Alighting Boarding Alighting Boarding Alighting

Limerick Station**  1,930  1,643  2,148  1,924  2,291  2,084 +218 +281 +361 +441

Limerick Junction 
Station  3,458  3,458  3,677  3,677  3,881  3,881 +219 +219 +423 +423

Tipperary Town Station  412  256  606  383  635  407 +194 +127 +223 +151

Cahir Station  29  21  48  34  59  43 +19 +13 +30 +22

Clonmel Station  70  34  331  118  464  167 +261 +84 +394 +133

Carrick-on-Suir Station  8  10  172  155  225  201 +164 +145 +217 +191

Waterford Station**  712  646  1,290  1,218  1,835  1,748 +578 +572 +1123 +1102
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*The boarding and alighting figures give an indication of which stations will be busiest along 
the route. Changes to boarding and alighting numbers in response to the modelled scheme can 
come from those previously travelling by bus or car or from new trips that did not previously 
exist with the reference rail service level.
** It should be noted that figures quoted for Limerick and Limerick Junction are totals across 
all routes which serve these stations. These figures therefore include those travelling on the 
Limerick to Dublin Heuston and Dublin Heuston to Cork Services, among others.  Similarly, 
figures quoted for Waterford will include boardings and alightings for all routes serving 
Waterford station.

4.5 Impact on Bus Passengers

4.5.1 Analysis of bus patronage along the N24, as outlined in Table 15 below, shows that the 
introduction of the enhanced rail services has resulted in a considerable reduction in bus 
passengers along the N24 corridor (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in the 2031 
assessment year. Due to the nature of bus services having more than one stop per town, 
bus passenger figures are based on link flows, as opposed to bus stop boarding and 
alighting.      This, in combination with the traffic flow analysis above, indicates that the 
improved rail service, both in terms of increased frequency and reduced journey times, 
results predominantly in a switch from bus to rail along the corridor versus a smaller 
switch from private car to rail. 

Table 15. Daily Bus Passenger Boarding & Alighting (07:00-22:00, 2031 Assessment Year)

N24 SECTION
REFERENCE 
BUS 
PASSENGERS

RAIL TEST 
1 RAIL TEST 

2 
RAIL TEST 
1 - DIFF

RAIL TEST 
2 - DIFF

RAIL TEST 
1 - % DIFF

RAIL TEST 
2 - % DIFF

Limerick – Limerick 
Junction 1,137 860 734 -277 -403 -24.36% -35.4%

Limerick Junction – 
Tipperary Town 441 393 355 -48 -86 -10.88% -19.5%

Tipperary Town – 
Cahir 457 410 373 -47 -84 -10.28% -18.4%

Cahir – Clonmel 530 493 455 -37 -75 -6.98% -14.2%

Clonmel – Carrick on 
Suir 972 843 786 -129 -186 -13.27% -19.1%

Carrick on Suir – 
Waterford 1,535 1,347 1,267 -188 -268 -12.25% -17.5%

4.6 Impact on mode Share

4.6.1 Table 16 below, provides a breakdown of the 15-hour travel demand by car, bus and rail 
for model zones located along the N24 corridor. This shows that, overall, the combined 
Public Transport mode share increases from 3.53% to 3.76% following the introduction of 
the enhanced rail service (Rail Test 1). The mode share for rail in this scenario increases 
from 0.44% to 0.87% and the private car mode share along the corridor reduces 
marginally, going from 96.5% to 96.2%, as a result of the improvements to the rail service. 
Car trips reduce by approximately  100 across the 15 hour period (07:00-22:00) in Rail Test 
1. 
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4.6.2 Meanwhile the addition of speed enhancements along with an improved rail service (Rail 
Test 2) results in the overall Public Transport mode share increasing to 3.84%. The rail 
mode share increases to 1.01% and the car mode share decreases to 96.16% (from 
96.24%). Car trips reduce by approximately  200 in the 15 hour period in Rail Test 2.

Table 16. N24 Corridor Mode Share (07:00-22:00, 2031 Assessment Year)

MODE
REFERENCE 
15-HOUR 
DEMAND

RAIL TEST 1 
15-HOUR 
DEMAND*

RAIL TEST 2 
15-HOUR 
DEMAND*

REFERENCE 
MODE 
SHARE

RAIL TEST 
1 MODE 
SHARE

RAIL TEST 
2 MODE 
SHARE

Car 211,647 211,523 211,453 96.47% 96.24% 96.16%

Bus 6,761 6,354 6,219 3.08% 2.89% 2.83%

Rail 974 1,902 2,225 0.44% 0.87% 1.01%

It should be noted that some of the rail trips switch from car. Depending on trip purpose, 
each car is given an occupancy in the model which varies. Therefore, one car trip 
removed from the network can result in more than one additional public transport trip.    

4.7 Conclusion of the Enhanced Speed and Frequency of Service Test 

4.7.1 The modelling analysis outlined above shows that both the introduction of an improved 
frequency of rail service in combination with speed enhancements along the Limerick to 
Waterford railway line is forecast to result in a minimal impact on traffic levels and the 
mode share for private car along the N24 corridor. While the analysis did indicate that the 
service would result in an increase in rail patronage at the stations along the line, this was 
primarily as a result of a switch from bus to rail for journeys along the corridor. As shown 
in Table 14, there was also an increase in rail passengers boarding and alighting at Limerick 
Junction. It should again be noted that this test is based on increasing the line speed 
through potential theoretical line improvement works; the engineering feasibility and cost 
to implement such works have not been assessed at this stage.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary and Conclusions

5.1.1 The preceding chapters detail results of various analysis undertaken to date to determine 
the effect of implementing rail enhancements along the Limerick to Waterford railway 
line in terms of their impacts on public transport mode share and reducing traffic on the 
N24. 

5.1.2 The high-level demand analysis undertaken using Census 2016 data concluded that as a 
result of the dispersed nature of the population in the area and the competitive advantage 
of road based travel, it is unlikely that an improved rail service would attract enough 
additional passengers to make the service economically viable or to affect a significant 
reduction in private car travel along the N24.

5.1.3 Additionally, modelling analysis of proposed enhancements to rail speed and services 
(making travel by rail as attractive and competitive as possible) concluded that the 
introduction of an improved rail service in combination with speed enhancements along 
the Limerick to Waterford railway line is forecast to result in a minimal impact on traffic 
levels and the mode share for private car along the N24 corridor. The modelling analysis 
indicated that while the service would result in an increase in rail patronage at the stations 
along the line, this was primarily as a result of a switch from bus to rail for journeys along 
the corridor.

5.1.4 Both the census 2016 demand analysis and modelling assessments ultimately concluded 
that the introduction of a significantly improved rail service for passengers along the 
Limerick to Waterford railway line is not likely to result in a significant reduction in traffic 
along the N24 or to noticeably improve the level of service on the existing N24. This 
conclusion also aligns with an assessment carried out by Iarnród Éireann in their 2030 Rail 
Network Strategy Review (October 2011) which concluded that the existing use on the 
line is extremely limited and, while there is a potential market, attracting sufficient 
numbers to make an improved service viable is unlikely.

5.1.5 Based on the results of the modelling and analysis undertaken, rail service enhancements 
alone will not achieve the following  N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction  project objectives:

 E1 - To provide a reliable transport system over the N24 corridor extents under 
consideration and to contribute to efficient connectivity between Limerick and 
Waterford encouraging local, regional national and international development to 
balance regional development.

 S1 - To reduce the potential for collisions through the provision of a safer travelling 
environment for all road users over the N24 corridor extents under consideration 
supporting the RSA Road Safety Strategy 2013 - 2020

 S2 - To reduce the collision rate and severity on the N24 route within the scheme 
extents supporting the RSA Road Safety Strategy 2013 - 2020.

 S3 - To reduce the potential for conflict with vulnerable road users within the 
scheme extents.

 ENV 5 - The proposed project will seek to reduce noise and air impacts on sensitive 
receptors.

 A&SI 1 - To reduce social exclusion by enhancing accessibility to key facilities, such 
as employment, education, transport and healthcare from designated rural zones 
on the national road network within the study area for all modes of transport

 A&SI 2 - To improve the connectivity between Limerick and Waterford and 
specifically within the scheme extents

 A&SI 3 - Facilitate the enhancement of sustainable travel and improved 
connectivity to public transport opportunities
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 PA 1 - To enable walking and cycling opportunities in a safer environment in the 
communities along the corridor.

 PA 2 - To create a healthy environment conducive to active travel.

5.1.6 Based on the results of the modelling and analysis undertaken, rail service enhancements 
alone will not achieve the following N24 Waterford to Cahir project objectives:

 E1 - To provide a reliable transport system over the N24 corridor under 
consideration and to contribute to efficient connectivity between Limerick and 
Waterford encouraging local, regional and national development.

 S1 - To reduce the potential frequency and severity of collisions and casualties on 
the N24 within the project extents across all road users supporting the strategy of 
the Road Safety Authority through the provision of a safer travelling environment.

 S2 - To reduce the potential for conflict with vulnerable road users within the 
Project.

 S3 - Ensure that the existing road network serving communities along the N24 
corridor is integrated safely into the proposed Project.

 ENV 4 - The proposed Project will seek to reduce noise and air impacts on sensitive 
receptors.

 ENV 6 - Seek to preserve existing connectivity in local rural communities along the 
N24 corridor.

 PA 1 - To enable walking and cycling opportunities in a safer environment in the 
communities along the N24 corridor.

 PA 2 - To contribute to the creation of a healthier environment conducive to active 
travel.

5.1.7 For this reason, improvements to the Limerick to Waterford railway line to increase the 
frequency of the service and to improve line speeds and the associated journey times 
alone do not meet the project objectives. Part of these improvements may form part of a 
combined transport solution with other Alternatives and Options.

5.1.8 There are a number of ongoing studies external to the N24 Waterford to Cahir and N24 
Cahir to Limerick Junction Projects such as the All Ireland Strategic Rail Review which may 
influence future policy in relation to rail provision in Ireland. Any future recommendations 
from these studies in relation to the Limerick to Waterford railway line will need to be 
assessed in terms of their implications for potential transport solutions for the N24 
project. As such, whilst rail in isolation does not currently meet the project objectives it 
will be assessed again in Phase 3 of the N24 projects as part of the EIA process.
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Appendix A – Rail Journey Time 
Reduction Feasibility Study
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RAIL JOURNEY TIME REDUCTION FEASIBILITY

Introduction

The purpose of this  technical note is to provide a desktop review of the rail service 
between Limerick and Waterford with a view to identifying potential targeted 
improvements which could lead to a reduction in journey times along the corridor. Whilst 
Ireland has moved to the metric system of measurement, Irish Rail retains the imperial 
system of measuring distance and speed. The figures quoted in this report are therefore 
in imperial, the metric equivalent is provided in brackets.

Route Description

As illustrated in the Figure below, the rail route between Limerick and Waterford is 
approximately 77 miles (125km) long and has four intermediate stations (five stops if 
Limerick Junction is included). The route also has approximately 100 level crossings and is 
characterised by a low maximum line speed as well as numerous permanent speed 
restrictions. 

Figure A1. Irish Rail Route Map
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The level crossings range in scale and operation from public road crossings to private farm 
crossings. Each will have its own peculiarities and risks which would have to be taken into 
account when examining line speed changes. 

The intermediate stations are at Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir. 
Limerick Junction is not on the direct route and requires a reversal in the loop just outside 
the station to access it as it is on the direct line from Cork to Dublin.

The reasons for the permanent speed restrictions along the line are not known, but it is 
expected that at least some, such as that over Dunkitt Viaduct, may be due to the 
condition of the structure. Others are likely to be due to signal sighting time at level 
crossings. The line appears to have been built with double track in mind in certain 
locations, although it is entirely single track apart from four miles (six kilometres) at the 
Limerick end. There are passing locations at Tipperary Town and Clonmel. The longest 
section without passing loops, in terms of distance, is 24 miles (40 km) between Tipperary 
Town and Clonmel.

It would appear that some relatively recent rationalisation to the line has been 
undertaken. The passing loop at Tipperary Town does not permit two passenger trains to 
pass as one platform has been removed. This means that it is effectively a single line 
section between Limerick Junction and Clonmel, a distance of 27 miles (44km). The 
passing loop at Carrick-on-Suir has been removed and a single-track bridge (UBL154) over 
the N24 has been installed. It is assumed that the relevant signalling interlocking has been 
altered as a consequence.

It is assumed that the majority of the signalling between Limerick Junction (exclusive) and 
Waterford (exclusive) is semaphore which will limit the maximum speed due to the signal 
sighting distances and, to a lesser extent, braking distances.

The condition of the track is not known, although it is likely that this is only maintained to 
accommodate the current speeds. Additionally, componentry of the track is likely to 
reflect the low speeds.
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Running time Between Limerick and Waterford

The current service between Limerick and Waterford is split at Limerick Junction. Limerick 
to Limerick Junction is served by a basic hourly service with the service terminating and 
returning back towards Limerick. Limerick Junction to Waterford is served by just two 
passenger trains per day in each direction. Due to the existing track configuration at 
Limerick Junction, trains travelling from Limerick to Waterford are required to pass 
Limerick Junction and reverse back through the turnout to access Limerick Junction 
station. There is one freight train per day. None of these trains pass another train along 
the line.

The journey time between Limerick and Limerick Junction is about 28 minutes for a 
distance of 22 miles (35km), an average speed of approximately 50 mph (75km/h). The 
journey time between Limerick Junction and Waterford is about 1 hour 50 minutes for a 
distance of 55 miles (89km), an average speed of about 30 mph (50km/h). With a 
connection time at Limerick Junction of 20 minutes, an overall journey time of around 2 
hours 40 minutes can be achieved currently, giving an average speed of about 30 mph 
(50km/h). This compares less favourably to a current bus journey time of 2 hours and 
25minutes (Bus Eireann Expressway Route) and approximately 2 hours by private car.

Table A1 Journey Time Summary table

ROUTE SECTION DISTANCE JOURNEY TIME AVERAGE SPEED

Limerick – Limerick 
Junction 22 miles (35km) 28 mins 50mph (80km/h)

Limerick Junction – 
Waterford 55 miles (89km) 1 hour 50 mins 30mph (50km/h)

Total (including 
connection time at 
Limerick Jn)

77 miles (123km) 2 hours 40 mins 30mph (50km/h)

The key to improving the journey time would be to raise the lower speed restrictions 
rather than concentrate on a higher speed overall, although if this can be achieved at the 
same time, it will assist in reducing the journey time. With the line seemingly being built 
to accommodate double track along certain sections, there is the possibility that changing 
the single track alignment to use the available space may permit a higher line speed. 
Adjustments to the existing track to increase the cant would also likely be required to 
accommodate increased line speeds.

Assuming a timetable path can be found, running a through service from Limerick to 
Waterford with stops at intermediate stations and no reversal at Limerick Junction, and 
without any other improvements, will reduce the journey time by approximately 30 
minutes equating to an average speed of about 35 mph (55km/h).

There is one 10mph (16km/h) speed restriction through Carrick-on-Suir Station. As there 
is a station stop and the line is on a curve, it is unlikely that a speed increase at this location 
will achieve a significant reduction in journey time.
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Future Journey times 

A high-level review of the opportunities for reducing journey times by enhancing line 
speeds has been undertaken. 

With at least some of the restrictions being required for level crossing sighting (e.g. St 
Patrick’s Well level crossing – at L3218 west of Clonmel) it is likely that automation or 
closure of the level crossings may be required to increase the line speed.

If all speed restrictions were removed, including those at level crossings, a 50 mph 
(80km/h) line speed would permit a journey time of about 1 hour 50 minutes between 
Limerick and Waterford. This assumes a suitable new platform at Limerick Junction 
meaning there would be no reversal required at Limerick Junction and includes the time 
required for station stops. It is likely that only a two hourly service could be offered within 
the existing capacity of the line, though the provision of two additional pieces of 
infrastructure, namely the rebuilding of a second platform at Tipperary Town Station and 
reinstating the loop at Carrick-on-Suir, would allow this to be increased to an hourly 
service. This is assuming that a timetable path could be found. 

With wider route modernisation, a line speed of 75mph (120km/h) may be achievable 
which would reduce the journey time further to 1 hour 30 minutes between Waterford 
and Limerick. This assumes that speed restrictions remain in place at a number of key 
structures such as at Dunkitt Viaduct.

This would likely require a new platform to be built on the Limerick to Waterford railway 
line at Limerick Junction to permit the changing for trains to Dublin without a reversal into 
Limerick Junction Station. With the recently built platform 4, it would probably only need 
another 20-30m extension to connect the two. 

 The journey time of  approximately 1 hour 30 minutes between Limerick and Waterford 
would include the time required for station stops as well as assuming certain speed limits 
remain in place such as over Dunkitt Viaduct where the costs of remediation would be 
very high. The table below summarises the potential improvements for full route 
modernisation. 

 Table A2 Suggested considerations for whole route modernisation

MODERNISATION ACTION NOTES

Re-signal entire route Local signal boxes would need to be removed to 
permit higher speeds

Track renewal and geometry changes to 
permit higher line speeds, particularly 
concentrate on raising lower speeds 
where possible

Would require full survey and liaison with 
Permanent Way dept. of Irish Rail. May be quick 
wins on some sections. If track relays were 
required in the interim, the designs should be for 
a final state

Level crossing closure
Many are farm crossings, so would require 
intense negotiations. Public roads would require 
bridges where possible

Rebuild platform at Tipperary Town to 
permit passenger train passing

Land already available. May require a siding to be 
slewed to make space, survey required

Re-instate loop at Carrick-on-Suir May require platform to be upgraded to modern 
standards
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MODERNISATION ACTION NOTES

New platform on Limerick to Waterford 
line at Limerick Junction

Would remove reversing movement for Limerick 
bound trains

Provide secure (as necessary) station car 
parks Sited on former goods yards where possible

Upgrade station facilities such as help 
points, canopies/shelters etc where 
possible

Seeks to attract/ accommodate increased 
patronage

A faster journey time will not only generate patronage, but will also permit more effective 
utilisation of rolling stock and staff. Using the existing rolling stock, it may be possible to 
achieve an extra return service between Limerick Junction and Waterford for each unit 
under the fastest proposal. 

A possible low-cost method of improving the line speed would be to ensure designs for 
track renewals permit the maximum speed achievable through the alignment over that 
section. These sections could be connected over time (see Estimated Journey Time 
Improvements table below). 

A “quick win” could be to build a platform at Limerick Junction on the Limerick to 
Waterford railway line clear of the flat crossing with the Cork to Dublin railway line. This 
would shorten the journey time to all stations towards Waterford by approximately 7 
minutes as it would remove the need to reverse into the station. Minor signalling 
alterations might be required as a result.

Table A3 Estimated Journey Time Improvements

ENHANCEMENT 
OPTION

REMOVE EXISTING SPEED 
RESTRICTIONS, 
REMOVE 
REVERSAL/CONNECTION 
AT LIMERICK JUNCTION

FULL ROUTE 
MODERNISATION

Route Section Line Speed Journey 
Time Line Speed Journey 

Time

Limerick – 
Waterford

50mph
(80km/h)

1 hour 50 
mins

75mph
(120km/h)

1 hour 
30 mins

Limerick – 
Tipperary Town 
(25 miles)

50 mph
(80km/h) 34 mins 75mph

(120km/h) 27 mins

Tipperary Town – 
Clonmel 
(24 miles)

50 mph
(80km/h) 33 mins 75mph

(120km/h) 26 mins

Clonmel – 
Waterford
(28 miles)

50 mph
(80km/h) 39 mins 75mph

(120km/h) 33 mins
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	1.	Introduction
	1.1.1	This report has been prepared to document the assessment undertaken to determine the feasibility of providing a rail based solution (focusing on passenger rail) using the Limerick to Waterford railway line to solve the existing and forecasted transport issues along the N24 corridor and the ability of such a solution to meet the project objectives for both the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction and N24 Waterford to Cahir projects.
	1.2	Overview and Project Background
	1.2.1	The N24 is a strategic corridor linking the cities of Limerick and Waterford. Limerick and Waterford represent the 3rd and 5th largest daytime working populations in the country respectively and while only 130km apart, there are surprisingly few economic links between the two cities.
	1.2.2	The N24 is a national primary route, traversing through the counties of Limerick, Tipperary and Kilkenny with a total length of approximately 116km. The route also forms part of the strategic link between Shannon Foynes Port (via the via the M7, N18 and N69) and the Port of Waterford (via the N9, N25 and N29) and Rosslare Europort (via the N25). It is recognised in national, regional and local policy as being of importance in enhancing regional connectivity and increasing accessibility to key towns it serves, including Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir (refer to Figure 1 below).
	1.2.3	Tipperary County Council is the lead authority progressing the planning and design of the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction (C2LJ) Project on behalf of itself and Limerick City and County Council (LC&CC) with Mid West National Roads Design Office working as the project co-ordinator for the project. Kilkenny County Council (KCC) is the lead authority progressing the planning and design of the N24 Waterford to Cahir (W2C) Project on behalf of itself and Tipperary County Council (TCC) with Tramore House Regional Design Office acting as the Client’s project manager for the project on behalf of KCC. Arup has been appointed to provide multi-disciplinary technical consultancy services for the delivery of Phases 1 - 4 of the TII Project Management Guidelines for both projects.
	1.2.4	The section of the N24 under consideration by the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction Project, is located between the M8 motorway, north of Cahir in Co. Tipperary and an appropriate tie-in point west of Oola in County Limerick. The extent of this corridor is approximately 37km.
	1.2.5	The section of the N24 being considered by the N24 Waterford to Cahir project is approximately 60km in length. It extends from the M8 Junction 10 Cahir North Roundabout, north of Cahir in Co. Tipperary to the southern terminal of the M9 Dublin to Waterford motorway at the Quarry Roundabout, north of Waterford City in Co. Kilkenny.
	1.2.6	The existing N24 road has a variable cross-section and a high incidence of junctions and accesses. Additionally, the section of the N24 being considered by these projects passes directly through several towns and villages, including Oola, Monard, Limerick Junction, Tipperary Town, Bansha,  Clonmel, Kilsheelan, Carrick-on-Suir, and Mooncoin. When considered together all of these factors contribute to limited overtaking opportunities and unstable traffic flow regimes along the existing route. This affects the overall journey on the existing N24 whilst also impacting severely on more sustainable transport modes and opportunities in towns and villages along the route. The N24 also caters for a mix of road users from local traffic, within and between these towns, to long distance traffic such as Heavy Commercial Vehicles (HCV’s), using the N24 as a strategic route.
	1.2.7	The existing road currently experiences bottlenecks and traffic delays due to congestion, traffic volumes which exceed the road type capacity and the reduced posted speed limit zones in the towns and villages along the route, particularly Tipperary Town, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir. The existing road also experiences a range of collision types. In rural areas collisions appear to be primarily associated with poor geometry, inconsistencies in the road cross-section, excessive speed, inappropriate overtaking and high junction and access frequency. In urban areas there are a significant number of conflicts between vulnerable road users i.e. non-motorised users (NMUs) including pedestrians and cyclists, and motorised vehicles. Additionally, the high volumes of traffic, within urban areas combined with the high frequency of junctions and accesses is resulting in stop start conditions leading to rear-end collisions.
	1.2.8	The key objectives of the N24 Cahir to the Limerick Junction and N24 Waterford to Cahir projects align with the National Planning Framework (NPF) National Strategic Outcome (NSO) for Enhanced Regional Accessibility as the projects seek to provide a reliable and sustainable transport solution for the N24 corridor and contribute to regional connectivity between Limerick and Waterford encouraging local, regional, national and international development to balance regional development. The projects have specific objectives related to road safety to reduce the potential frequency and severity of collisions, reduce potential conflicts with vulnerable road users, to integrate the existing road network safely into the proposed projects and to contribute to the creation of a healthier environment conducive to active travel.
	1.2.9	The starting point in determining the need for intervention for both projects involved exploring both Alternatives (modes) and Options (road-based solutions) in terms of catering for travel demand on the N24 between Limerick and Waterford.

	1.3	Purpose of this Report
	1.3.1	The primary aim for each project is to determine an appropriate sustainable transport solution which meets the project objectives for that project. This will necessitate the assessment of possible alternative modes including active travel, bus and rail. The purpose of the report is to determine if there is a demand for improved passenger rail services between Limerick and Waterford and if the implementation of such improvements will address the existing and forecasted transport issues along the N24 corridor and in doing so  meet the project objectives for both the N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction and N24 Waterford to Cahir projects.
	1.3.2	The methodology applied to assess the feasibility of passenger rail alternatives is a two stage process. Initially, a high-level demand analysis for rail within the corridor, using census commuting data, examined the potential catchments that could be served by rail along the N24 corridor. Subsequently, a modelling assessment of two separate rail enhancement proposals on the Limerick to Waterford railway line was then completed. These modelling assessments used the Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) National Transport Model (NTpM) to assess the impact of such enhancements on mode share on the N24 corridor. These options are:
	1.3.3	This report documents both the high-level demand analysis undertaken and the modelling assessments completed of the two rail enhancements along with the associated conclusions and recommendations in relation to the potential impacts on mode share on the N24 corridor. Further details on the methodology and assumptions adopted for the analysis will be provided in the subsequent sections of this report.
	1.3.4	It should also be noted that the analysis within this report focuses solely on passenger rail. Rail Freight has been assessed separately and this assessment is documented within 272687-SYS-02-OS-RP-YT-000006.

	1.4	Report Structure
	1.4.1	The remainder of this Report is structured as follows:


	2.	Demand Analysis
	2.1	Introduction
	2.1.1	This chapter provides an overview of existing rail services and rail use along the N24 corridor and presents details of the high-level demand analysis of the likely demand for an improved rail service along the corridor.
	2.1.2	This demand analysis is based upon population catchments, trip origin-destination patterns and observed rail mode share on comparable rail corridors.

	2.2	Existing Rail Services and Demand
	2.2.1	Iarnród Éireann operate nine daily services (Monday to Friday) between the cities of Limerick and Waterford (and vice versa). Only two of these services serve Carrick-on-Suir, Clonmel, Cahir and Tipperary Town and none of the services are direct. Two of the most ‘direct’ of these services between Limerick and Waterford require a change at Limerick Junction with a journey time of 2 hours and 40 minutes. The remainder of the services operate via Dublin or Kildare with a journey time of 4 hours and 20 minutes .
	2.2.2	The National Transport Authority National Rail Census 2019� The annual National Rail Census captures the number of individuals boarding and alighting at each station in the country on one day of the year. It provides a snapshot of usage and patronage across the country at all stations and on all services on this one date. It is not intended to represent an accurate picture of overall rail service usage, which instead is recorded in Iarnród Éireann’s patronage data. provides data on the number of daily rail passengers boarding and alighting at each station. Table 1 shows the daily passenger figures for each station on the Limerick to Waterford railway line.
	2.2.3	The usage figures presented illuminate the extremely low demand at stations along the Limerick to Waterford railway line within the study area for both projects. This is reflective of the limited number of services available, excessive journey times by rail and dispersed population within the study area.

	2.3	Competition Analysis
	2.3.1	The N24 national primary road runs, for the most part, parallel to the Limerick to Waterford railway line and provides relatively fast (compared to existing rail services) journey times for cars and buses traveling between the towns.
	2.3.2	Table 2 and Table 3 below detail the journey times by rail based on existing (2021) rail timetables of journey time between stations (assuming the provision of a direct service with no interchange) and car, as calculated using Google Maps for the AM period in 2019, (via the N24) respectively.
	2.3.3	Table 2 and Table 3 show that, if a direct service is provided with no interchange, journey times for train and private car will be comparable.
	2.3.4	This journey time analysis only considers in-vehicle travel time from point A to B. When travel time to the departure train station, wait time and travel time from terminus station to final destination are factored in, rail may become less competitive relative to private car.  Location of car parking relative to actual origin/ destination would also need to be considered.

	2.4	Likely Catchment for Rail
	2.4.1	In order to estimate the potential demand for an upgraded rail service between Limerick and Waterford, a catchment area for likely rail passengers in each of the towns along the railway line which currently has a train station was defined. These catchment areas have been defined to include electoral divisions (ED) where the ED boundaries incorporate the urban footprint of the towns selected and are illustrated in Figure 2.
	2.4.2	In order to use the train to commute from population centres outside of these catchments it would be necessary to travel to one of the train stations, most likely by car given the dispersed nature of the population outside these catchments. It is likely that such commuters would continue and complete the commute by car rather than parking and waiting at the departure train station and subsequently walk or use public transport to travel onwards from the terminus train station to their final destination. Therefore, the catchment areas presented in Figure 2 represent the most likely catchment areas for rail along the corridor.
	2.4.3	The resulting catchment population for each rail stop is detailed in Table 4 below.

	2.5	Demand for Travel along Rail Corridor
	2.5.1	Using information from the 2016 Census, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) has developed a set of aggregate commuting counts. The Census data from the CSO is only available for the AM commuting period. These counts are presented at ED and county level and provide the total number of trips which take place between each ED. The counts are based on origin and destination EDs for workers and students who are usually resident in Ireland. The counts include persons who work from home and persons who have no fixed place of work. It is emphasised that these figures only represent person trips (i.e. cumulative total of all modes) to work and education and excludes other trip purposes.
	2.5.2	The 2016 AM period commuting data has been processed and analysed to establish the total quantity and direction of trips which take place between the towns included in the rail catchment analysis above. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5 below.
	2.5.3	Table 5 shows that the total trips between these catchments to work and education is 2,331 during the AM commuting period (06:00 – 09:30). For the purpose of this analysis, this is considered to be the total demand for travel between these towns.
	2.5.4	Summing all eastbound movements (From Limerick to Tipperary – Cahir – Clonmel – Carrick-on-Suir – Waterford) gives a total demand of 1,182 trips in the AM commuting period (06:00 – 09:30).
	2.5.5	Similarly, the total westbound demand (Waterford – Carrick-on-Suir – Clonmel – Cahir – Tipperary – Limerick) shows a total demand of 1,149 trips in the AM commuting period (06:00 – 09:30).
	2.5.6	The above total trip numbers are used to analyse the potential demand for rail travel between these towns during the morning commuting period in the following section.

	2.6	Achievable Rail Mode Share
	2.6.1	In order to estimate what potential mode share for rail trips could be achieved from the towns along the Limerick to Waterford railway line, with an improved service in place, an analysis of comparable towns with rail services similar to that being assessed as part of this demand analysis for the Limerick to Waterford railway line was undertaken.
	2.6.2	This analysis looked at existing towns in Ireland which are connected to one of the regional cities via rail and have regular train services between the town and regional city.
	2.6.3	Mallow, Co. Cork was selected as the most appropriate town to use as a comparator as it has the following characteristics:
	2.6.4	Analysis of the Census POWSCAR database revealed that the existing (2016) mode share of rail, for trips from Mallow to Cork City is 15%. Given the low base that exists on the Limerick to Waterford railway line (<1%), 15% is likely to be the maximum of what is realistically achievable by introducing more frequent, direct, services on this line.  It is important to note that the railway infrastructure accommodating an hourly service between the town of Mallow and Cork City includes twin track for the entire length. An equivalent hourly service is the maximum level of service assumed for the Limerick to Waterford railway line to achieve the assumed 15% mode share in this analysis. The extent of infrastructure improvements required to achieve this frequency of service on the existing single-track infrastructure on the Limerick to Waterford railway line is assessed in Appendix A to this report.
	2.6.5	Applying this 15% to the total trips which occur between the towns on the Limerick to Waterford railway line during the morning period (1,182 eastbound and 1,149 westbound) gives a total rail demand of ~177 people traveling eastbound and ~172 people traveling westbound by rail during the entire morning period. It is important to note these demand figures are for the entire morning commuter period which covers 06:00 – 09:30. Adopting a conservative estimate of 50% of total demand occurring during the peak hour would result in circa 88 people travelling eastbound and 86 people travelling westbound on the busiest, peak hour, rail service.

	2.7	Summary of the Demand Analysis
	2.7.1	An initial first-principles test has been undertaken to determine the potential demand for an enhanced rail service. This has concluded that potential patronage is low and would therefore have limited impact on road traffic levels on the N24. The subsequent chapters of this report contain more detailed modelling assessments using the TII NTpM to verify  this initial assessment.
	2.7.2	Given the potential low demand for rail, the dispersed nature of population in the area and the competitive advantage of road based travel, it is unlikely that an improved rail service will attract enough additional passengers to make the service economically viable.
	2.7.3	Additionally, the estimated likely volumes of traffic removed from the road network during the AM peak period (max 175 vehicles), as a result of the introduction of an improved rail service, will not be sufficient to noticeably improve the level of service on the existing N24. This estimate is based on a possible mode shift of up to 15% which is likely to be the maximum of what is realistically achievable, given the existing very low demand (<1% mode share for rail).


	3.	Enhanced Frequency of Rail Service Model Test
	3.1	Introduction
	3.1.1	Building on first principles analysis in Chapter 2 above, SYSTRA have used Transport Infrastructure Irelands (TII’s) National Transport Model (NTpM) to carry out high-level tests examining the likely impacts of various Rail Enhancement proposals. The results of these model tests will be summarised in the remainder of this report.
	3.1.2	The TII NTpM is a variable demand model (capable of modelling mode shift between car, bus and rail) and covers all of the Republic of Ireland. It has been used for these tests as it is the only variable demand model available covering the entire N24 corridor.
	3.1.3	The first test undertaken (referred to as Rail Test 1) was the assessment of an enhanced rail service along the Limerick to Waterford railway line. The purpose of this test was to assess the impacts, in terms of potential mode shift and impact on traffic flows on the existing N24, of providing an improved rail service between Limerick and Waterford. The enhanced rail service was assumed to be in place in 2031 and had the following attributes:
	3.1.4	This test assumed that the relative costs of travel by mode (fares, price of fuel, etc) remains constant over time. The results of this test, in terms of impacts on traffic flows, rail patronage and mode share are outlined below. It should be noted that, the feasibility and cost of implementing the above service enhancements was not examined as part of this exercise. Instead, the assessment focuses on the likely impacts arising from the provision of the improved service.

	3.2	Impact on N24 Traffic Volumes
	3.2.1	Table 6 and Table 7 below show the estimated change in AM peak hour Light Vehicle (LV, effectively “Car”) flow and AADT flows in the assessment year (2031), for each section of road between the rail stations along the corridor respectively. As shown, there is a limited impact on the forecast traffic volumes as a result of the improved rail service with the results showing a less than 0.5% reduction in traffic flows along the N24.

	3.3	Impact on Rail Passengers
	3.3.1	Table 8 below shows the total number of passengers boarding and alighting at each station along the line over a full day (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in the 2031 assessment year. This table shows that there is an overall increase in rail passengers of approximately 25% at the stations between Limerick and Waterford.  When the intermediate stops (Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir) are examined in isolation, it can be seen that the combined patronage at these stops increases by over 120%.
	3.3.2	The largest increase in rail passengers is experienced at Waterford Station (total increase of 1,150 rail passengers in Rail Test 1 Scenario) primarily driven by increases between Waterford and Kilkenny and Thomastown on the Waterford to Dublin Line, and increases on the Waterford to Limerick Line. There is also a smaller increase at Waterford driven by  an increase in passengers interchanging with the Dublin to Cork line at Limerick Junction for the intermediate stations towards Cork.

	3.4	Impact on Bus Passengers
	3.4.1	Analysis of bus patronage along the N24, as outlined in Table 9 below, shows that the introduction of the enhanced frequency of rail service has resulted in a considerable reduction in bus passengers along the N24 corridor (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in the 2031 assessment year. Due to the nature of bus services having more than one stop per town, bus passenger figures are based on link flows, as opposed to bus stop boarding and alighting.  This, in combination with the traffic flow analysis above, indicates that the improved rail service results in a switch from bus to rail along the corridor versus a smaller switch from private car to rail.

	3.5	Impact on Mode Share
	3.5.1	Table 10, below, provides a breakdown of the 15-hour travel demand by private car, bus and rail for model zones located along the N24 corridor. This shows that, overall, the combined public transport mode share increases from 3.52% to 3.76% (with rail increasing from 0.44% to 0.87%) following the introduction of the enhanced frequency of rail service. The private car mode share along the corridor shows a marginal reduction, going from 96.47% to 96.24%, as a result of the enhanced rail service.

	3.6	Summary of an Enhanced Frequency of Rail Service
	3.6.1	The modelling analysis outlined above shows that the introduction of an enhanced frequency of rail service along the Limerick to Waterford railway line is forecast to result in a minimal impact on traffic levels and the mode share for private car along the N24 corridor. While the analysis did indicate that the service would result in an increase in rail patronage at the stations along the line, this was primarily as a result of a switch from bus to rail for journeys along the corridor. As shown in Table 8, there was also an increase in rail passengers boarding and alighting at Limerick Junction.


	4.	Enhanced Speed and Frequency of Service Model Test
	4.1	Introduction
	4.1.1	Building upon the initial Rail Test 1 which modelled an enhanced frequency of rail services along the Limerick to Waterford railway line, the purpose of this Chapter is to assess the impacts (in terms of potential mode shift and traffic flows on the N24) of providing an improved frequency of service in combination with an increased speed for trains, and associated reduced journey time for rail, along the Limerick to Waterford railway line.
	4.1.2	In order to determine the maximum achievable speed along the Limerick to Waterford railway line, a separate study was undertaken which provided a high-level desktop review of the rail service between Waterford and Limerick with a view to identifying potential targeted improvements which could lead to a reduction in journey times along the corridor. This study (included in Appendix A of this note) concluded that, if all of the current speed restrictions along the line (associated with level crossings, etc.) were removed then a line speed of 50mph (80 km/h) could be achieved. This would result in an end-to-end journey time of 1 hour 50 mins between Limerick and Waterford. With a full modernisation of the route, a line speed of 75mph (120 km/h) could be achieved. This would result in a journey time of 1 hour and 30mins between Limerick and Waterford (including stops) compared to the existing 2-hour 40-minute journey time.
	4.1.3	Table 11, below, summarises the potential actions that could be undertaken to modernise the full route from Limerick to Waterford so as to achieve the best case reduction in journey times. Further details are included in Appendix A. It is important to note that the feasibility of implementing enhancements to increase the line speed, as detailed within Appendix A, was not fully examined as part of this exercise and that the cost of implementing such measures has not been considered at all at this stage. The purpose of the analysis included in Appendix A is to inform the assessment detailed in this chapter which focuses on the likely impacts on rail patronage and any associated impact on traffic volumes along the N24 arising from both the provision of an improved service (Rail Test 1) in combination with improvements to the line speed along the route (Rail Test 2 – see section 4.2). However, if the assessment shows that there would be a significant benefit in terms of increased rail patronage and associated reductions in traffic volumes along the N24 as a result, then an assessment of the cost of implementing these measures will be undertaken.

	4.2	Rail Test 2 Overview
	4.2.1	For the purposes of Rail Test 2, the full modernisation of the route has been assumed to be in place. Additionally this test assumed that the relative costs of travel by mode (fares, price of fuel, etc) remains constant over time. Therefore, the key assumptions for Rail Test 2 - Enhanced Speed and Frequency of Service  are:
	4.2.2	The results of Rail Test 2, in terms of the impacts on traffic flows, rail patronage and mode share are outlined in the following sections of this report. The results of Rail Test 1 are also included below to allow for ease of comparison. As noted earlier, the feasibility and cost of implementing the above enhancements have not been examined as part of this exercise. The assessment focuses on the likely impacts on traffic volumes along the N24 and rail patronage arising from the provision of the improved service and speed along the route.

	4.3	Impact on N24 Traffic Volumes
	4.3.1	Table 12 and Table 13 below show the change in AM peak hour Light Vehicle (car) flow and AADT flows, for each section of road between the rail stations along the corridor in the 2031 assessment year. As shown, there is a limited impact on the forecast traffic volumes as a result of the improved rail service (Rail Test 1) with the results showing a less than 0.5% reduction in traffic flows along the N24. The results from the improved rail service and speed enhancements (Rail Test 2) also show a minimal impact with the forecast AADTs showing a less than 1% reduction.

	4.4	Impact on Rail Passengers
	4.4.1	Table 14 below shows the total boarding and alighting figures at each station along the line over a full day (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in the 2031 assessment year. This table shows that there is an overall increase in rail passengers of approximately 25% across all stations along the Limerick to Waterford railway line following the improved rail service (Rail Test 1). Meanwhile the improved rail service and speed enhancements (Rail Test 2) show an increase of approximately 40% across all stations along the Limerick to Waterford railway line. When the intermediate stops (Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir) are examined in isolation, it can be seen that the combined patronage at these stops increases by over 120% and 150% in Rail Test 1 and Rail Test 2 respectively. It should be noted that these changes are relative to a low level of initial patronage in the Reference Case.
	4.4.2	The figures below show that the largest increases in rail passengers is experienced at Waterford Station (total increase of 2,225 rail passengers in Rail Test 2 Scenario) primarily driven by increases between Waterford and Kilkenny and Thomastown on the Waterford to Dublin Line, and increases on the Waterford to Limerick Line. There is also a smaller increase at Waterford driven by passengers interchanging with the Cork to Dublin railway line at Limerick junction.

	4.5	Impact on Bus Passengers
	4.5.1	Analysis of bus patronage along the N24, as outlined in Table 15 below, shows that the introduction of the enhanced rail services has resulted in a considerable reduction in bus passengers along the N24 corridor (15-hour modelled period – 07:00 to 22:00) in the 2031 assessment year. Due to the nature of bus services having more than one stop per town, bus passenger figures are based on link flows, as opposed to bus stop boarding and alighting.      This, in combination with the traffic flow analysis above, indicates that the improved rail service, both in terms of increased frequency and reduced journey times, results predominantly in a switch from bus to rail along the corridor versus a smaller switch from private car to rail.

	4.6	Impact on mode Share
	4.6.1	Table 16 below, provides a breakdown of the 15-hour travel demand by car, bus and rail for model zones located along the N24 corridor. This shows that, overall, the combined Public Transport mode share increases from 3.53% to 3.76% following the introduction of the enhanced rail service (Rail Test 1). The mode share for rail in this scenario increases from 0.44% to 0.87% and the private car mode share along the corridor reduces marginally, going from 96.5% to 96.2%, as a result of the improvements to the rail service. Car trips reduce by approximately  100 across the 15 hour period (07:00-22:00) in Rail Test 1.
	4.6.2	Meanwhile the addition of speed enhancements along with an improved rail service (Rail Test 2) results in the overall Public Transport mode share increasing to 3.84%. The rail mode share increases to 1.01% and the car mode share decreases to 96.16% (from 96.24%). Car trips reduce by approximately  200 in the 15 hour period in Rail Test 2.

	4.7	Conclusion of the Enhanced Speed and Frequency of Service Test
	4.7.1	The modelling analysis outlined above shows that both the introduction of an improved frequency of rail service in combination with speed enhancements along the Limerick to Waterford railway line is forecast to result in a minimal impact on traffic levels and the mode share for private car along the N24 corridor. While the analysis did indicate that the service would result in an increase in rail patronage at the stations along the line, this was primarily as a result of a switch from bus to rail for journeys along the corridor. As shown in Table 14, there was also an increase in rail passengers boarding and alighting at Limerick Junction. It should again be noted that this test is based on increasing the line speed through potential theoretical line improvement works; the engineering feasibility and cost to implement such works have not been assessed at this stage.


	5.	Summary and Conclusions
	5.1	Summary and Conclusions
	5.1.1	The preceding chapters detail results of various analysis undertaken to date to determine the effect of implementing rail enhancements along the Limerick to Waterford railway line in terms of their impacts on public transport mode share and reducing traffic on the N24.
	5.1.2	The high-level demand analysis undertaken using Census 2016 data concluded that as a result of the dispersed nature of the population in the area and the competitive advantage of road based travel, it is unlikely that an improved rail service would attract enough additional passengers to make the service economically viable or to affect a significant reduction in private car travel along the N24.
	5.1.3	Additionally, modelling analysis of proposed enhancements to rail speed and services (making travel by rail as attractive and competitive as possible) concluded that the introduction of an improved rail service in combination with speed enhancements along the Limerick to Waterford railway line is forecast to result in a minimal impact on traffic levels and the mode share for private car along the N24 corridor. The modelling analysis indicated that while the service would result in an increase in rail patronage at the stations along the line, this was primarily as a result of a switch from bus to rail for journeys along the corridor.
	5.1.4	Both the census 2016 demand analysis and modelling assessments ultimately concluded that the introduction of a significantly improved rail service for passengers along the Limerick to Waterford railway line is not likely to result in a significant reduction in traffic along the N24 or to noticeably improve the level of service on the existing N24. This conclusion also aligns with an assessment carried out by Iarnród Éireann in their 2030 Rail Network Strategy Review (October 2011) which concluded that the existing use on the line is extremely limited and, while there is a potential market, attracting sufficient numbers to make an improved service viable is unlikely.
	5.1.5	Based on the results of the modelling and analysis undertaken, rail service enhancements alone will not achieve the following  N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction  project objectives:
	5.1.6	Based on the results of the modelling and analysis undertaken, rail service enhancements alone will not achieve the following N24 Waterford to Cahir project objectives:
	5.1.7	For this reason, improvements to the Limerick to Waterford railway line to increase the frequency of the service and to improve line speeds and the associated journey times alone do not meet the project objectives. Part of these improvements may form part of a combined transport solution with other Alternatives and Options.
	5.1.8	There are a number of ongoing studies external to the N24 Waterford to Cahir and N24 Cahir to Limerick Junction Projects such as the All Ireland Strategic Rail Review which may influence future policy in relation to rail provision in Ireland. Any future recommendations from these studies in relation to the Limerick to Waterford railway line will need to be assessed in terms of their implications for potential transport solutions for the N24 project. As such, whilst rail in isolation does not currently meet the project objectives it will be assessed again in Phase 3 of the N24 projects as part of the EIA process.


	Rail Journey Time Reduction Feasibility
	Introduction
	The purpose of this  technical note is to provide a desktop review of the rail service between Limerick and Waterford with a view to identifying potential targeted improvements which could lead to a reduction in journey times along the corridor. Whilst Ireland has moved to the metric system of measurement, Irish Rail retains the imperial system of measuring distance and speed. The figures quoted in this report are therefore in imperial, the metric equivalent is provided in brackets.

	Route Description
	As illustrated in the Figure below, the rail route between Limerick and Waterford is approximately 77 miles (125km) long and has four intermediate stations (five stops if Limerick Junction is included). The route also has approximately 100 level crossings and is characterised by a low maximum line speed as well as numerous permanent speed restrictions.
	The level crossings range in scale and operation from public road crossings to private farm crossings. Each will have its own peculiarities and risks which would have to be taken into account when examining line speed changes.
	The intermediate stations are at Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir. Limerick Junction is not on the direct route and requires a reversal in the loop just outside the station to access it as it is on the direct line from Cork to Dublin.
	The reasons for the permanent speed restrictions along the line are not known, but it is expected that at least some, such as that over Dunkitt Viaduct, may be due to the condition of the structure. Others are likely to be due to signal sighting time at level crossings. The line appears to have been built with double track in mind in certain locations, although it is entirely single track apart from four miles (six kilometres) at the Limerick end. There are passing locations at Tipperary Town and Clonmel. The longest section without passing loops, in terms of distance, is 24 miles (40 km) between Tipperary Town and Clonmel.
	It would appear that some relatively recent rationalisation to the line has been undertaken. The passing loop at Tipperary Town does not permit two passenger trains to pass as one platform has been removed. This means that it is effectively a single line section between Limerick Junction and Clonmel, a distance of 27 miles (44km). The passing loop at Carrick-on-Suir has been removed and a single-track bridge (UBL154) over the N24 has been installed. It is assumed that the relevant signalling interlocking has been altered as a consequence.
	It is assumed that the majority of the signalling between Limerick Junction (exclusive) and Waterford (exclusive) is semaphore which will limit the maximum speed due to the signal sighting distances and, to a lesser extent, braking distances.
	The condition of the track is not known, although it is likely that this is only maintained to accommodate the current speeds. Additionally, componentry of the track is likely to reflect the low speeds.

	Running time Between Limerick and Waterford
	The current service between Limerick and Waterford is split at Limerick Junction. Limerick to Limerick Junction is served by a basic hourly service with the service terminating and returning back towards Limerick. Limerick Junction to Waterford is served by just two passenger trains per day in each direction. Due to the existing track configuration at Limerick Junction, trains travelling from Limerick to Waterford are required to pass Limerick Junction and reverse back through the turnout to access Limerick Junction station. There is one freight train per day. None of these trains pass another train along the line.
	The journey time between Limerick and Limerick Junction is about 28 minutes for a distance of 22 miles (35km), an average speed of approximately 50 mph (75km/h). The journey time between Limerick Junction and Waterford is about 1 hour 50 minutes for a distance of 55 miles (89km), an average speed of about 30 mph (50km/h). With a connection time at Limerick Junction of 20 minutes, an overall journey time of around 2 hours 40 minutes can be achieved currently, giving an average speed of about 30 mph (50km/h). This compares less favourably to a current bus journey time of 2 hours and 25minutes (Bus Eireann Expressway Route) and approximately 2 hours by private car.
	The key to improving the journey time would be to raise the lower speed restrictions rather than concentrate on a higher speed overall, although if this can be achieved at the same time, it will assist in reducing the journey time. With the line seemingly being built to accommodate double track along certain sections, there is the possibility that changing the single track alignment to use the available space may permit a higher line speed. Adjustments to the existing track to increase the cant would also likely be required to accommodate increased line speeds.
	Assuming a timetable path can be found, running a through service from Limerick to Waterford with stops at intermediate stations and no reversal at Limerick Junction, and without any other improvements, will reduce the journey time by approximately 30 minutes equating to an average speed of about 35 mph (55km/h).
	There is one 10mph (16km/h) speed restriction through Carrick-on-Suir Station. As there is a station stop and the line is on a curve, it is unlikely that a speed increase at this location will achieve a significant reduction in journey time.

	Future Journey times
	A high-level review of the opportunities for reducing journey times by enhancing line speeds has been undertaken.
	With at least some of the restrictions being required for level crossing sighting (e.g. St Patrick’s Well level crossing – at L3218 west of Clonmel) it is likely that automation or closure of the level crossings may be required to increase the line speed.
	If all speed restrictions were removed, including those at level crossings, a 50 mph (80km/h) line speed would permit a journey time of about 1 hour 50 minutes between Limerick and Waterford. This assumes a suitable new platform at Limerick Junction meaning there would be no reversal required at Limerick Junction and includes the time required for station stops. It is likely that only a two hourly service could be offered within the existing capacity of the line, though the provision of two additional pieces of infrastructure, namely the rebuilding of a second platform at Tipperary Town Station and reinstating the loop at Carrick-on-Suir, would allow this to be increased to an hourly service. This is assuming that a timetable path could be found.
	With wider route modernisation, a line speed of 75mph (120km/h) may be achievable which would reduce the journey time further to 1 hour 30 minutes between Waterford and Limerick. This assumes that speed restrictions remain in place at a number of key structures such as at Dunkitt Viaduct.
	This would likely require a new platform to be built on the Limerick to Waterford railway line at Limerick Junction to permit the changing for trains to Dublin without a reversal into Limerick Junction Station. With the recently built platform 4, it would probably only need another 20-30m extension to connect the two.
	The journey time of  approximately 1 hour 30 minutes between Limerick and Waterford would include the time required for station stops as well as assuming certain speed limits remain in place such as over Dunkitt Viaduct where the costs of remediation would be very high. The table below summarises the potential improvements for full route modernisation.
	A faster journey time will not only generate patronage, but will also permit more effective utilisation of rolling stock and staff. Using the existing rolling stock, it may be possible to achieve an extra return service between Limerick Junction and Waterford for each unit under the fastest proposal.
	A possible low-cost method of improving the line speed would be to ensure designs for track renewals permit the maximum speed achievable through the alignment over that section. These sections could be connected over time (see Estimated Journey Time Improvements table below).
	A “quick win” could be to build a platform at Limerick Junction on the Limerick to Waterford railway line clear of the flat crossing with the Cork to Dublin railway line. This would shorten the journey time to all stations towards Waterford by approximately 7 minutes as it would remove the need to reverse into the station. Minor signalling alterations might be required as a result.






